
Design Brief Checklist

Background information, key messages:

Target audience/market:

Your name and contact details:   

Technicals

Supplied

Deliverables

Budgets

Campaign/Job name: Job no: 

Brief date: First visual required: Print/upload deadline: 

  Logo (company) 

  Logo (others)

  Copy (Word or email)

  Images (high resolution)

  Images (low resolution)

  Cutterguide 

  Product/material code

  Brand styleguide (PDF)  

  Samples/examples of work

Portrait or landscape or square format: 

Final printed size: (height x width mm)  

Final online size: (width x height pixels)  

Type/safe area: (adverts mm)  

Bleed required: (adverts mm)   

Estimated no. of pages/frames: 

Paper choice: (gloss, matt, silk)  

Please provide as much detail as possible

Please tick ANY relevant boxes

  Print ready Adobe PDF file

  Print ready collected InDesign files

  Finished and delivered print job

Design: £      Images: £      Print: £   

  Web compatible file (specify JPEG, PNG or GIF)

  Web asset (such as interactive PDF)

  Logo files (print quality EPS, JPEG)

  Concept design only (visuals supplied as PDF) 

Please tick ANY relevant boxes

Now simply email the completed checklist to info@garlicagency.com
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Following the process is 
as easy as making a brew!

The Design Process

1. Briefing.
Switch the kettle on. Start the ball rolling by introducing your 
company, its brand values and, if applicable, its mission statement. 
Provide details about the target market, desired outcomes, your 
competition, and provide crucial technical information. The budget 
and rounds of amends included should also be agreed.

2. Concepts.
With brief in hand I begin by 
sketching ideas, sourcing images, 
choosing colours and selecting 
typefaces. Brewing up concepts is one 
of the most time-intensive stages of the 
creative process. I strive to explore all the 
possibilities to achieve refreshing results.

5. Delivery.
Now it’s time to dig out the fi ne china 
(or mugs) and serve up the print quality 
artwork or web friendly fi les. Continued 
communication between client, designer 
and printer is vital. Thirst quenching 
graphic design will be your reward.

3. Develop.
After I have presented you with 
a range of design concepts, and when 
one is approved by all stakeholders, the 
next stage is all about your comments 
and feedback. I will develop the concept 
to your taste, stirring elements around to 
make the message even stronger.

4. Artwork.
Milk and sugar? With the design 
developed and approved, it’s time 
to add the fi nishing touches. Attention to 
detail and sound technical knowledge are 
of paramount importance at this stage. 
Rest assured, I’m experienced in refi ning 
artwork to a T.

6. Feedback.
Do you prefer smoky Lapsang Souchong or fragrant Earl Grey? 
Did the campaign meet targets? Were the timescales and 
budgets realistic? Knowledge shared will help improve future 
graphic design briefs. Time to brief your next project...
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Every design brief has hundreds 
of possible outcomes...

Be attractive.
The aesthetics of a product 
are integral to their usefulness 
because products that you 
use every day have an eff ect 
on your well-being. That 
means the more you look at 
something, the more of an 
impact it has on your senses. 

Be consistent.
Employ a consistent format 
and design throughout all 
your branded materials. With a 
consistent branding style rolled 
out across all printed and digital 
collateral, your customers are 
able to instantly recognise you 
in a crowded marketplace. 

Be timeless.
Steer clear of current fads and 
trends which can harm longevity 
- if something feels like a trend, 
it probably is! A classic design 
should evolve naturally over 
time, be adaptable and have the 
ability to speak to both present 
and future audiences. 

Be conservative.
Design should be conservative 
in terms of the resources it uses. 
Conserve time and energy 
when you’re striving to create a 
classic design, the majority of 
your resources should be spent 
during the concept stage. Think 
of it like baking a cake, it can be 
messy and confusing at fi rst!

Be understood.
Good design doesn’t need to 
be explained. You know this, 
even if you’ve never consciously 
thought about it before. Think 
of all the products you use on a 
daily basis, I bet you didn’t have 
to read a manual to learn how to 
use them? 

Be ruthless.
If a graphic element or passage 
of text in a piece of work 
distracts from the key message 
or confuses the audience, 
consider removing it. White 
space is crucial to a successful 
design. It allows the eyes to rest, 
so the mind can start to think. 
Don’t be afraid of empty space!

Be honest.
If your visitor has the wrong 
impression of what your 
content is trying to tell them, 
your design isn’t being honest 
enough. Your design needs to 
communicate your brand’s story 
with authenticity and integrity. 
No tricks required here!

Be neutral.
Check your bias at the door to 
attempt to achieve fairness. 
This doesn’t mean your design 
has to be completely devoid of 
personality. The number one 
goal of graphic and web design 
is to present content in balanced 
and clutter free surroundings. 

Be meticulous.
Just because your design is 
simple, doesn’t mean you can 
overlook the details. In a minimal 
design where most of your 
design is white space, there 
are few places to ‘hide’ bad 
composition or a poor typeface 
choice. Ensure artwork is precise. 
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Design Considerations


